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made for you

In a world of fast food and one-size-fits-all sensibilities, how often does something feel made especially for you? The “Made for You” section celebrates those items that are created with such high quality of handworkmanship and degree of customization that they become individual to you. In each issue, our editors will endeavor to bring you special things from anywhere on the globe, choosing them solely on the basis of outstanding quality. Our goal is to give you guidance on the best of everything.

1 RAD RIDE—ARCH MOTORCYCLES

Usually celebrity involvement is an afterthought, tagged on after product development. But when actor/motorcycle enthusiast Keanu Reeves teamed up with master chopper builder Carl Hollinger back in 2002, he threw in for the whole ride: a from-the-ground-up design of Arch Motorcycle’s custom KRGT-1. The 122-rhp bike includes all-new designs for fuel tank, seat, frame, exhaust system, and rear cabling, and can be fully customized right down to handlebar position and foot placement. Vrooom! archmotorcycle.com

2 MAN CAVE CHAIR—BUFFALO COLLECTION

Every man cave needs a throne, and the Western Wingback by The Buffalo Collection is a perch worthy of a king. Made from hand-distressed bison leather over a hardwood frame, with detail hand-braded by a third generation artisan, the American-made chair is customizable (choose from more than 50 colors and finishes). It takes nearly 12 weeks to produce this masterpiece, which is meant to last for a century—and priced accordingly, at more than $12,000. buffalocollection.com

3 CIGAR STYLE—OFFICIAL PARTAGÁS JEWELRY

If you’re looking to entrance your wardrobe with a unique accent and your favorite Cuban cigar brand happens to be Partagás—you’re in luck. An entire collection of silver and gold cufflinks, rings, necklaces, and accessories featuring the storied brand is available from Cigar Sanctum, the official Habanos S.A. license holder for Partagás jewelry worldwide. Pieces such as the sterling silver Partagás Factory Cufflinks ($150.00) allow you to showcase your passion for the brand and its long history in a tasteful and eye-catching way. cigar sanctum.com

4 BANDWIDTH BARBECUE—LYNX GRILLS

It may seem an odd juxtaposition, but it certainly isn’t unwarranted to combine technology with grilling, one of man’s oldest and most primal pastimes. The SmartGrill from Lynx ($7,000 to $9,500) syncs up with a mobile device so you can use voice commands to achieve perfectly grilled food. Powered by an Intel processor, the SmartGrill connects to a database to determine optimal grilling time for a variety of foods, and nearly automates the cooking process via its MyChef technology. smartgrills.com

3 CLASY CRYSTAL—QUEEN LACE

For nearly 70 years, Queen Lace Crystal has been quietly crafting stunning pieces in the Black Forest of Germany, setting themselves apart from others with their unique copper-wheel engraved wildlife bar- and stemware. Pictured is Queen Lace’s African Decanter Set, which adds a touch of elegance to any bar and comprises a 24-ounce decanter ($500) with a minoceros carved on the side. Eight 12-ounce Old Fashioned glasses ($199, sold separately), which feature animals found on the African savanna, complete the set. queenlacecrystal.com

6 WEEKENDER BAG—BERETTA

If you think Beretta only produces world-class guns, think again. This weekender bag ($875), composed of 100 percent buffalo leather that has been given a special waterproofing treatment, provides plenty of room to pack everything one needs for a quick trip. Designed by some of Italy’s best leather crafters and colored with all-natural vegetable dyes, the attractive Beagle Weekender smacks of quality. Available for purchase in the United States only in the Beretta Galleries. beretta.com